Wi-Fi Remote Control

UVC Lamp Sterilization

App Remote control,
the App is available on iOS and Android.

Effectively eliminates the harmful bacteria
and viruses in the air.

Easy to control
and Plug and Play system

Night mode:
extra silent

Energy eﬃcient
due to timer function

Size & Packaging
Per piece in an export carton,
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Smart Air Purifier
PROTECTS AGAINST

device dimensions:
320x320x620mm (with castors).

BACTERIA, VIRUSES

REF: AIRPURIFIER10

AIR POLLUTION!

AND OTHER

Ensure Safe Indoor Air

Smart Air Purifier

Scientific evidence shows that aerosols,
tiny solid or liquid particles that contain pollutants,
float in the air for a longer period of time
and can be inhaled.

This Smart Air Purifier uses advanced purification technology,
HEPA technology as the working principle, with high purification
eﬃciency, purification speed, and other significant features.

An airco has a high concentration of pollution in the air major impact
on the health of your staff, visitors, residents, patients, etc.
With a view to the presence of bacteria and viruses,
such as COVID-19, this is a very important topic.
In indoor spaces where people spend a long time together
the risk of spreading viruses such as COVID-19 is increased by air.
An air conditioner or a malfunctioning central ventilation system
helps spreading the particles instead of reducing them.

Filters
Each filter can be used for 1.200 ~ 2.000 operating hours,
depending on the environment. The Freedom Air Purifier has a filter change
indicator to inform the user when the filter needs to be replaced.
Spare filters: per piece in a box.
REF: AIRFILTER10

Due to the H13 class filter and the PM 2.5 laser particle sensor,
it is highly effective against a multitude of viruses and bacteria.
It is also effective against house dust, animal hair and dander,
pollen, harmful gasses, smells and odours.
Excellent
Good
Bad

REAL TIME AIR QUALITY
You are always aware of the air quality in the
room, thanks to Air Quality Indicator. The
colour indicates the air quality.

AIR VOLUME + AREA
800 m3/h / 40-60 m2

Different Modes
The appropriate fan speed can be selected according to the
requirement. The 4 lights on the control panel correspond to the
setting and the display panel also displays the setting.
Level (1) Sleep ~ Level (2) Slow ~ Level (3) Medium ~ Level (4) High

5 Stages Of Air Filtration

Get your room disinfected and humidified
in minutes.

Special Design

Where to use?

Power off automatically when the machine is dumping.

Thanks to the high eﬃciency on suspended aerosols, which can
contain viruses and dust, the Freedom Air Purifier is extremely
suitable for:

Easy To Move
Silent, Easy and Convenient.
Power cord = 3m.

Avoid absence costs due to illness!

Built-in Ultrasonic Diffuser

“ We spend an average of 80% of our
time indoors. We breathe more than
23.000 times a day. Enough chance to inhale
polluted particles hanging around in the air. ”

oﬃces, home use, schools, medical waiting areas, medical
treatment rooms, nurseries, nursing homes, canteens, gyms,
therapy rooms, event halls, party venues, restaurants, religious
spaces, supermarkets, convention centers, etc.

Thanks to the Freedom Air Purifier and HEPA filter you create a
Corona-proof work environment.

